
New 2013-2014 T&F, 2014-15 Cross Country Rule Interpretations 

 

Bicep Bands – The IHSA has been asked to provide an interpretation on the subject of the use of Bicep Bands during T&F 

competition.  Research shows that there is no medical reason for wearing the bands.  In football,  the NFHS has 

determined that the bands primary purpose is cosmetic and serves only as an adornment.  By defining specifically what 

a wrist sweat band is, these bicep bands are rendered not legal for competition.  Therefore, following the lead of the 

NFHS football rules committee, wearing Bicep Bands during interscholastic T&F and CC competition in Illinois will not be 

allowed.  For the sake of clarity, the IHSA T&F and CC rules interpreters will redefine the sweat wrist band prior to the 

start of next school year. 

   
 

Caped (Super Hero)  Socks – The IHSA has received a  rule interpretation from the NFHS T&F Rules Advisory Committee 

declaring that socks (with the cape attached) are not legal for competition.  The IHSA will accept this interpretation 

relative to both T&F and CC competitions based upon the situation and comment seen below:  

SITUATION: Competitor A reports to the clerk of the course wearing Superman socks that have a cape attached to each 

sock flowing behind the athlete. The clerk, after consulting the meet referee, directs competitor A to either remove the 

socks or securely affix the capes to the socks so as not to come loose during competition; otherwise, he/she will not be 

permitted to participate. RULING: Correct procedure. COMMENT: Although socks are not a part of the uniform and, 

therefore, are not required to meet uniform restrictions, the cape extending from the socks becomes a risk minimization 

issue, as the spikes from the individual runner or others could get caught in this excess material. The referee, under Rule 

3-4-6, has the authority to restrict this garment due to risk minimization. (3-4-6, 4-3-1, 9-6-1) 
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